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Summary 
 

Tape 1. 

Emanuel Wajnblum, one of three children born in Bedzin, western Poland, about 30 km from 
Katowice, on July 16, 1926 to Asher and Ada Wajnblum, discusses: an older sister, Rosa, and 
younger sister, Judy; a religiously observant family; his father being a member of the Zionist 
organization Mizrahi; attending both religious and Polish schools; speaking primarily Yiddish in 
the home; his father in the “shmata” and artistic carving businesses; the Nazis seizing the family 
sewing machines and Emanuel, at age 14, being released from a labor camp and put in charge 
of 80 textile workers; self-publishing an autobiography, My Destiny, in 1999 [Wajnblum relies 
throughout on detailed accounts provided in this autobiography]; the entire family being 
involved in the business; living in a small town that was 80 percent Jewish and being unaware 
of antisemitism until his teenage years; antisemitism becoming “unbearable” in 1937-38; being 
well-aware of developments in Germany from an early age (seven when Hitler came to power); 
fearing, but being uncertain, that Germany would invade Poland; his father wanting the family 
to emigrate to Palestine but being unable to do so; [asked about memories of other incidents in 
Poland] being physically attacked by antisemites; recalling the beginning of the war provoking 
mixed feelings of fear and curiosity; many Jews in his village relying on one another; his family 
and many others fleeing amid chaos but then returning. Describes: details of military activity 
and destruction of Jewish institutions in his town; hangings occurring even in the early stage; 
execution squads of einsatzgruppen arriving and rounding up Jews near the Synagogue and 
firebombing the area; a cousin, Yitzhak, being badly wounded but surviving; destruction of 
economic life in the town; the town being annexed to the Reich as part of Silesia; the presence 
of Jewish informers and cooperators in the town. 

Describes: creation of a ghetto in the town; working in a woodworking factory to supply 
Germans; many Jews continuing to work at German workshops and factories; deportations of 
Jews to labor camps executions continuing simultaneously; in August 1942, attempting to free 
his family from a detention center and prevent their deportation by pleading for the help of a 
powerful Nazi boss in Wajnblum’s factory; his parents being highly skeptical about the outcome 
of his pleas and Emanuel fearing for his own life; succeeding in obtaining the family’s release, 
except for his grandmother, who was sent to Auschwitz; all older people, children, and babies 
being sent to Auschwitz a few days later; his father being deported soon after and Wajnblum 
sabotaging a machine in the factory in revenge; hiding with his family for several weeks in a 
basement and, in about July 1943, Wajnblum being seized and sent to the first of three forced 
labor camps; in Mielec, experiencing extreme cruelty of a camp commandant and appalling 
conditions; believing the impossibility of escape, as prisoners lacked structure and support, and 
faced hostile local populations—some of whom tried to escape and were caught and tortured 
to death. 

Tape 2. 
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Wajnblum discusses: being transported by train with other carpenters to another camp, in 
Gleiwitz (Gliwice), Poland; being better treated in Gleiwitz than in his previous camp; hearing of 
his father dying in another forced labor camp; being transferred to Blechhammer forced labor 
camp, which contained several thousand people, including Jews from Western Europe; his life 
being saved twice by an Austrian Jewish Kapo, Demere [PH] (possibly Carl Demerer), a Viennese 
actor who supervised other Jews and helped them by pretending to cruelly mistreat Jews in the 
camp; in April 1944, administration of the camp being assumed by SS from Auschwitz and 
Wajnblum being tattooed; the SS actually improving conditions, including providing clean 
(striped) uniforms, better food, and skills apprenticeships; contacting English POWs “because 
they had an escape structure and we didn’t”; being contacted by an English POW who proposed 
a barter plan for various goods; being caught by an SS officer and talking his way out of it; 
possessing an attitude of chutzpah, which he said protected him at critical moments; 
experiencing heavy U.S. bombing raids on Blechhammer; continuously cleaning up the damage 
caused by the bombings; disarming a guard who was mistreating the prisoners; building a bomb 
shelter but being prohibited from using it; the shelter taking a direct hit and killing all the 
Germans (about 150) inside; being badly beaten by a guard; the camp being ordered to 
evacuate, which Wajnblum believes was preparation for a death march; beginning the march 
with half rations and not understanding the purpose of the evacuation; walking about 40-50 
km; a horrific experience of spending nights locked in on farms, which many prisoners didn’t 
survive; deciding with a friend to escape; describing two attempts at escape, the first time 
being turned in by a farmer; escape itself not being difficult, but remaining alive on the run 
without support being the bigger challenge; hiding in a barn under a pile of straw; being caught 
by two SS officers, one extremely cruel but the other compassionate and saving Wajnblum’s life 
(this occurring in January 1945); the big problem as many escaped being that there was no one 
to receive them; catching up with the original large group and encountering many dead 
prisoners in the snow; reaching Weimar via Gross-Rosen in early February. 

Tape 3 

Taken by train from Weimar to Buchenwald; being exhausted and fearing the worst; being 
received by Russian kapos who reassured them; being given medical checkups and clean 
uniforms; being assigned to “horribly cramped” barracks; being relatively well treated because 
there was a sense that the end of the war was near; the camp administration—but not the SS—
being “absolutely wonderful” in trying to help the inmates; the existence of a Buchenwald 
underground, many of whom rose up against the guards as the U.S. Army approached to 
liberate the camp; fearing that the Nazis were going to destroy the entire camp; the 
underground calling out for volunteers who could use firearms; the underground taking over 
the forest after liberation and capturing the most cruel kapos; being given fatty pork goulash by 
the camp liberators, which was eagerly eaten by the inmates, many of whom died; wanting to 
go to Switzerland but being judged by Swiss medics as too healthy to be chosen; leaving 
Buchenwald for Switzerland on his own but returning to the camp; trying again and succeeding 
in crossing the Swiss border; against Swiss advice, returning to Poland [probably in 1947-1948] 
and being interrogated and instructed to testify in war crimes trials; [Asked again about 
experience in Switzerland] describes arrival and medical quarantine; he and other arrivals being 
psychologically evaluated and for educational placement; in 1946, attending a Red Cross-
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sponsored technical school in Bern and studying architectural drawing, which led to 
architecture school in 1950; being encouraged to move to Australia; immigrating to Australia in 
1951; after a grueling five-week voyage, arriving in Freemantle; demanding an architecture-
related job and being employed by the state government in Canberra; missing life in 
Switzerland; marrying and divorcing; having a son who died at age 24, a daughter, and another 
son who lives in Jerusalem; being eager to talk about the Holocaust because he was able to 
overcome extreme adversity and to thrive; criticizing the Australian government for doing little 
to root out Nazis and Nazi sympathizers; resenting a common Australian attitude that 
Holocaust victims should put the experience behind them and move on; [reads epilogue from 
autobiography] stating continued faith in humanity but devastating impact on his life of loss of 
his family in the Holocaust; saying if not for righteous people who helped him, he could not 
have survived. 

Shows photographs, most of them postwar, including of his time in Switzerland and of a visit to 
his home town in Poland in 2000. 
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